Louie Louie: The 60s song

Hilarious FBI case file on their investigation of the hit song, Louie, Louie by the Kingsmen.
The FBI was inundated by claims by people insisting they heard obscene lyrics and should
therefore be prosecuted under the ITOM Statute.
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The song â€œLouie Louieâ€• by the Kingsmen might not strike you as Federal Bureau of
Investigation material. But the song was under investigation.
The dirtiest song of the '60s? Decades later, The New Yorker set out to answer that question
about the Kingsmen's incomprehensible garage-rock anthem, Many .
Louie Louie by The Kingsmen song meaning, lyric interpretation, video and chart position.
Fact: With the exception of Paul McCartney's â€œYesterday,â€• it's been covered more times
than any other pop song (over 1, versions and counting). Fact: KFJC.
If you write a hit song, you're supposed to make a bunch of money, but as Unfortunately, by
the time the Kingsmen's version of Louie Louie hit No. . and helped the group distinguish
their sound from other late '60s bands. The Kingsmen released the rock classic 'Louie Louie'
on Aug. The band recorded the song in one take (for a cost of $36) with Jack Ely singing into
guitar gods that emerged from the '60s, he didn't have the attention span. Back in the s, the FBI
starts hearing about a song with filthy lyrics. Lyrics so dirty that they launch an month
investigation to prove how. Shock, horror: the Kingsmen performing live, possibly singing
Louie Louie. But the song itself dates back to , when it was written and first. ACCORDING
TO THE army of online enthusiasts who celebrate the song and its legacy, there are over (and
counting) versions of Louie. Mail Image Get FBI Updates Â· Vault Home â€¢ Louie Louie
(The Song) â€¢ Louie Louie (The Song) louie ajisignal.com â€” PDF document, 6, kB (6,,
bytes).
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